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Rundown for Digital Rookies

If you're starting from scratch, getting into
the right underwater digital camera system
will require a little soul-searching. Your first

question should be, "What kind of images do I
want to create?"-Are you looking to.capture
memories of your dives, or do you.-Have secre"t-
ambitions of becoming.^ pro" shooter? Are-you
looking, for-'easy-print snapshots or waif art?; •
Once you determine-the kind of images you^re'*
after, then it's just a matter of finding the right
tools to the job. •

Digital SLRs are the big-boy systems th'at
make tec geeks drool. Housed in sophisticated
boxes tha* cost as much as -' or more than - the
cameras themselves, they are typically adorned
with long gangly arms and fat underwater
strobes. The benefit is thaf Wfth a.tjood dSLR,
housing and strobe combinatiqn,.the ?ky is Jhe
limit. With optional ports and the ability to use
different lenses, you can create stunning, high-
resolution images of everything from seahorses-
to blue whales. And you'll-be able to put your
photos in nearly any size format This is the
high-road option, and it calls for a financial
commitment that starts at several 'thousand
dollars and has no real end in sight.

For a middle-of-the-road approach, there's a
slew of high-end point-and-shoot cameras. Their
primary physical difference from the dSLRs is
that the camera body will not accept different
lenses, and everything (lens, camera, flash) is
in one compact package. What separates these
machines from the truly simplified point-and-

shoot cameras is a combination of megapixel
capability, options for external strobe lighting
and level of control over camera functions.
Megapixels translate into higher-resolution
images and greater flexibility in output into
different formats. External strobes are a must
to consistently, bag good images in a wide range
of water conditions. Also, look for the ability
to shoot, on manual or with aperture priority
"exposure settings so you can be in complete
controj of 'what the camera is doing. Finally,
before you buy, determine what housings are
available for your preferred camera and make
sure they accommodate strobes, arms and
synch cords. Your cost should stay inside the
several-thousand-dollar range.

For the bliss that comes with pure
simplicity, go with a true point-and-shoot
camera. It's amazing how many manufacturers
are making underwater housings (most rated
to 100 feet or more) for their compact digital
cameras. Most cameras have preset shooting
modes to take the pain out of figuring exposure
values, and most will capture short video clips.
The details to be picky about include the size
and readability of the camera's LCD screen,
available memory-card formats and power
sources. Rechargeable lithium-ion or nickel
metal hydride batteries will last a lot longer
than basic AAs. Many models also allow a
direct hookup from your camera to a printer for
super-simple photo production. You can have
all of this for $1,000 or considerably less.

COOLPIX S3
At only three-quarters of an inch
thick the S3 is slim enough to carry
anywhere while topside, and with
the optional 130-foot-rated housing,
it's nearly as compact underwater.
Image quality is high, too, with
6.0 effective megapixels and a 3x
optical zoom. Seventeen scene
modes, including one specifically
for underwater images, help users
harness all of the S3's capabilities.

Bright 2.5-inch LCD screen
Powered by rechargeable
lithium-ion battery
Includes cradle for downloading
images and recharging
4x digital zoom

MSRP $379.95 (camera only)
CONTACT nikonusa.com
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Digital Workflow
BY JACK & SUE DRAFAHL

The trick to managing your digital images from start to finish
is to have an efficient workflow. Here's our simple solution:

STEP 1 TAKE YOUR DIGITAL

CAMERA IMAGE

Your digital camera image is
captured by the camera sensor
and saved in either the JPEG
or RAW format on the camera's
memory card.

STEP 2 TRANSFER IMAGES

FROM THE MEMORY CARD

The digital camera image is
transferred from the memory
card to your computer hard disk,
a portable hard disk or a CD or
DVD writer via a cardreader or
communications cable.

STEP 3 DUPLICATE AND

ARCHIVE ORIGINAL FILES

At the first opportunity, make a
duplicate of the original digital
camera file and save it to a CD or
DVD. Once you have your images

archived twice - once to the hard
disk and once to CD or DVD -

then you can erase the images
from the memory card and take
more pictures.
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Point-and-Shoot Cameras
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FE-130
,i simple with the 5.1 megapixel FE 130. A built-

in help guide answers all your questions, and air
iols are easy to decipher. Dedicated buttons give

you instant command of main fun< t .is laKini),
reviewing, piintinq nnd deleting pictures. The opt:
CWPC-03 housing is rated to 10 feet, making the combo
a great companion for snorkeling or any topside
adven1

3x optical and 4x digital zoom
2-inch LCD
22 preset shooting modes
PictBridge for instant piinting

MSRP camera, $179.95; housing, $99.99
CONTACT olympususri.tom

POWERSHOT S80 AND
WP-DC1 WATERPROOF CASE
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STYLUS 720 SW
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MSRP $399.99 CONTACT olyinpu

STEP 4a OPEN RAW

FILE IN A RAW FILE EDITOR

If you took your digital images

in the RAW format, open them

in a camera RAW fi le editor

such as Adobe Camera RAW or

Nikon Capture.

STEP 4b OPEN JPEG

FILE IN AN IMAGE EDITOR

I f you saved your images
in the JPEG format, open them
in an imageediting program
like Adobe Photoshop or
Adobe Elements.

STEP 5 MAKE GLOBAL

CORRECTIONS

Global corrections such as col-

or balance, contrast, saturation,

cropping and Gamma are made

to the image, and then the im-

age is saved as an Adobe PSD

file. By saving it as a PSD file,

you no longer are making your

adjustments on the original.
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DX-8000G SPORT PACKAGE
Advanced shooters will love the control available with the 8.2-megapixel
DX-8000G. Adjustable white balance, exposure compensation in 1/3 f/stop
increments and aperture priority and manual exposure modes help yield
professional-quality results. The DX-8000G's polycarbonate housing is rated
to 180 feet, and the system supports dual external strobes. Pair it with the YS-
25AUTO strobe and get the benefit of automatic light-adjustment technology.

3x optical zoom delivers 28-85 mm versatility
AVI movie format at 30 frames per second

» Housing has external bayonet mount for wide-angle lens
» Dual fiber-optic cable connector sockets

MSRP $1,584 CONTACT seandsea.com

|

SEA DX-750G SPORT PACKAGE
A great choice for first-time users, the DX-750G has an effective image guality
of 5.19-megapixels and a 3x optical zoom lens that will handle wide-angle to
telephoto needs. The two-inch LCD monitor offers high contrast for easy
viewing. The DX-750G's housing is rated to 150 feet and has an exterior bayonet
mount to accept a wide-angle conversion lens. To greatly expand lighting
capabilities, add the YS-15AUTO strobe - it's ultra-compact and is triggered by
the camera's built-in flash.

» 5 shooting modes
» 16 MB internal memory, plus memory card

Movie function with 24 frames per second
PictBridge for direct printing

MSRP $749 CONTACT seandsea.com

Digital Workflow continued

STEP 6 MAKE SELECTIVE

CORRECTIONS

Selection tools and brushes are

used to modify specif ic sec-

tions of the digital image. Once

your selection has been made,

you then adjust the exposure of

your selection and use the clone

tool to eliminate backscatter

particles.
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STEP 7 SHARPEN THE IMAGE

One method for sharpening

your images is to first save the

edited PSD file, then sharpen

the file and save it as a new PSD

file. A more advanced method

involves the use of layers. Add a

copy of the base layer and sharp-

en it separately, so that it can be

blended with the base layer for

maximum control.

STEP 8 SAVE YOUR FINAL

EDITING

Save your final edited PSD file

including a letter extension in-

dicating you have finished your

editing. For example, dscOOTO
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and-shoot system is the Snapper
S8 Outdoor Digital Camera. This
3.2-megapixel camera will store up
to 8.0 megapixels by interpolation
technique and is wrapped in a
removable, flexible, waterproof
silicone skin for general outdoor
use. A rugged polycarbonate
housing rated to 180 feet and the
Neon-XP slave strobe complete the
package for diving.

» 4x digital zoom
» 2.5-inch LCD panel for clear

viewing
» 30-frame-per-second video

recording
» 1 GB memory capability
» Strobe has adjustable

aperture sensitivity
from f 2.0 to f 4.0

MSRP S599
CONTACT bonicadive.com

.jpg (original) > dsc0070.psd

(edited file) > dscOOYOF.psd (fi-

nal edit). Then archive and save

a copy of this final file to CD

or DVD.

STEP 9 PRINT YOUR FILE

This is where you reap the rewards

padi.com

of your efforts. You can now send

the file to your printer and make

enlargements or e-mail a copy to

your friends and family.

STEP 1O SUBMIT YOUR

IMAGE TO A PHOTO CONTEST

If you plan on submitting your

image to a photo contest or for

a magazine article, you may want

to consider flattening all the lay-

ers and renaming the image. You

will want to flatten the image so

that no one can see your editing

efforts, and rename the file to

avoid any file-name confusion.

Digital cameras make it easy

to enjoy taking pictures. You

can see the results instantly and

know with confidence that you

got the shot. Now that you bet-

ter understand the digital work-

flow process, it's time to go out

and enjoy taking pictures.
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